The four major areas of the TiVo remote:

1. **The Navigation Circle**
   - Directly below the TiVo button is the Navigation Circle. At the center of this circle is the SELECT button. Use the four sides of the Navigation Circle to move up, down, left, and right within the TiVo menu. Use the SELECT button to choose something onscreen.

2. **The Pause Circle**
   - Below the Navigation Circle are the Pause buttons, the left (REWIND) and the right (FAST FORWARD). The TiVo button is round and is located directly below the Navigation Circle. To the right of the TiVo button, there is a large TiVo logo that is made of a material and has a peanut shape and grooves on the back. The remote weighs slightly more at the bottom than at the top, so you should be able to tell by weight if you have it facing the right direction. Also, the button at the top of the remote is the distinctively-shaped TiVo button.

3. **The letter buttons**
   - Below the Pause buttons, you’ll find the number pad arranged in a grid that outlines each of the buttons. Beginning at the top, the buttons are arranged in a grid from A to D, and E to G. The buttons are arranged like the numbers on a touch-tone telephone. The top two rows are labeled A, B, C, and D. Some of what these buttons do depends on what’s onscreen, and depends on what you want to do. You can press the TiVo button, on the left, to mute or unmute your TV.

4. **The number pad**
   - Below the letter buttons, you’ll find the number pad. These 10 number buttons are arranged like the buttons on a touch-tone telephone. The top two rows are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4. The number pad is used for any task that requires a numeric entry.

Guide, Volume, and Channel

- **Guide, Volume, and Channel**
  - Just below the Navigation Circle is a horizontal oval button. This is the GUIDE button. Press GUIDE to open the interactive program guide.
  - Below the letter buttons, you’ll find the number pad. These 10 number buttons are arranged like the buttons on a touch-tone telephone. The top two rows are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4. The number pad is used for any task that requires a numeric entry.

Thumbs, Mute, and Record

- **Thumbs, Mute, and Record**
  - Below the GUIDE button, just above the four letter buttons, are four round buttons. The four buttons are labeled A, B, C, and D. Some of what these buttons do depends on what’s onscreen, and depends on what you want to do. You can press the TiVo button, on the left, to mute or unmute your TV.

Replay and Advance

- **Replay and Advance**
  - Below the Pause buttons, just above the letter buttons, are the REPLAY and FORWARD buttons. To the right of the REPLAY button is a large TiVo logo that is made of a material and has a peanut shape and grooves on the back. The remote weighs slightly more at the bottom than at the top, so you should be able to tell by weight if you have it facing the right direction.

Clear and Enter

- **Clear and Enter**
  - At the bottom of the remote, on either side of the four letter buttons, are the CLEAR and ENTER buttons. To the left of the CLEAR button is the CLEAR button. Press CLEAR to delete the selected title.

Everything else

Now that you know the four major areas of the TiVo remote, let’s talk about some of the other buttons.

**TV Power, Input, and Back**

- **TV Power, Input, and Back**
  - To the right of the Navigation Circle are three round buttons. At the top, just to the right of the TiVo button, is the TiVo POWER button. If you’ve programmed your remote to control TV power, mode, and volume of your TV, you can control TV POWER from your remote.

- **Replay and Advance**
  - Below the Pause buttons, just above the letter buttons, are the REPLAY and FORWARD buttons. To the right of the REPLAY button is a large TiVo logo that is made of a material and has a peanut shape and grooves on the back. The remote weighs slightly more at the bottom than at the top, so you should be able to tell by weight if you have it facing the right direction.

**Live TV, Info, and Zoom**

- **Live TV, Info, and Zoom**
  - To the right of the Navigation Circle are three round buttons. At the top, just to the right of the TiVo button, is the TiVo POWER button. If you’ve programmed your remote to control TV power, mode, and volume of your TV, you can control TV POWER from your remote.

- **Replay and Advance**
  - Below the Pause buttons, just above the letter buttons, are the REPLAY and FORWARD buttons. To the right of the REPLAY button is a large TiVo logo that is made of a material and has a peanut shape and grooves on the back. The remote weighs slightly more at the bottom than at the top, so you should be able to tell by weight if you have it facing the right direction.

**Guide, Volume, and Channel**

- **Guide, Volume, and Channel**
  - Just below the Navigation Circle is a horizontal oval button. This is the GUIDE button. Press GUIDE to open the interactive program guide.

- **Replay and Advance**
  - Below the Pause buttons, just above the letter buttons, are the REPLAY and FORWARD buttons. To the right of the REPLAY button is a large TiVo logo that is made of a material and has a peanut shape and grooves on the back. The remote weighs slightly more at the bottom than at the top, so you should be able to tell by weight if you have it facing the right direction.

**Thumbs, Mute, and Record**

- **Thumbs, Mute, and Record**
  - Below the GUIDE button, just above the four letter buttons, are four round buttons. The four buttons are labeled A, B, C, and D. Some of what these buttons do depends on what’s onscreen, and depends on what you want to do. You can press the TiVo button, on the left, to mute or unmute your TV.

**Replay and Advance**

- **Replay and Advance**
  - Below the Pause buttons, just above the letter buttons, are the REPLAY and FORWARD buttons. To the right of the REPLAY button is a large TiVo logo that is made of a material and has a peanut shape and grooves on the back. The remote weighs slightly more at the bottom than at the top, so you should be able to tell by weight if you have it facing the right direction.

**Clear and Enter**

- **Clear and Enter**
  - At the bottom of the remote, on either side of the four letter buttons, are the CLEAR and ENTER buttons. To the left of the CLEAR button is the CLEAR button. Press CLEAR to delete the selected title.